
Pendulum
Working with a pendulum is a great way
to practice tuning into intuition.  It is
easy for anyone to learn to use, and it
brings answers into the physical, thus
making a great bridge between the
physical and the non-physical.

How to Use a Pendulum
1. Begin with a short prayer of

intention.  Who do you want
answering your questions?  Some great choices could be your higher
self, your subconscious,  your spirit guides, god/source/universe,
angels, an ancestor, etc.

I ask the higher powers of the light to answer my questions.  I seek
only truthful answers that are aligned with my highest good and the
highest good of all.

2. Do a practice run before asking your question.  Show me yes, no,
rephrase, not supposed to know, unsure, and maybe, letting the
pendulum swing to show the answer.

3. Ask a yes/no question (out loud or silently).  Wait for the pendulum to
swing showing you the answer.  Sometimes it takes a bit of time for
the pendulum to settle into an answer.

Pendulums can be asked just about anything! Be sure to start by only
asking questions of yourself, not of other people unless you have
explicit permission of that person. Also, if it’s a sensitive topic, ask
your pendulum permission to ask about those questions before
questioning further.

Day to Day Questions

● Travel Plans
○ Where to travel
○ How to travel – by car, fly, bus, train…
○ When to travel – specific dates
○ When to book a flight or other details of the trip (the

day you intend to book them, not the day you intend
to be there)

○ What day to book the flight, accommodation, or other
information on (deciding what day to be there for)

https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinaffid=750227&awinmid=6220&platform=dl&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.etsy.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpendulum


● Daily things
○ What you should eat for breakfast, lunch, dinner
○ Plans for the day – go to the movies, a walk, bike ride…
○ Create your schedule – what you should do first,

second, third
● Buying Items

○ If it’s the optimal time to buy something
○ What is the optimal item to purchase
○ When you should purchase it
○ Where to buy from

● Creative Projects
○ Colors to use
○ Type of project to make
○ When to make it

● Contacting Someone
○ Figuring out if it’s a good idea message your ex or not
○ Emailing a person about a potential job – if, when, by

phone, email…
○ Getting in touch with a long-lost friend

● Timing
○ If it’s the right day to plant outside (or what day will

be better)
○ How long to cook something for

● Reactions
○ If something happens in your life, how to react to it:

talk about it, work through it on your own…
○ To big worldwide events, or donating money to big

causes/which cause to donate to, how much.

Questions not to ask:  about other people without their permission, about
the future (always changing-hard to predict), possible health issues (user
bias)

4. It’s a good idea to keep your pendulum clean by smudging it with
sage, Reiki it,  laying it in salt, putting it out in moonlight or sunlight,
and/or keeping it in a sacred space.


